
 

Manual combi microwave 

 

Microwave function 

With this function you can set the power and time yourself. If you do not set the power, the microwave will switch on at the 

highest power. In the following table you can see which power levels can be set. 

Display Power output Food 

P100 100% - 1000 W Boiling water, warming up, cooking chicken, 

fish and vegetables 

P80 80% - 800 W Warming up, cooking mushrooms and 

seafood or dishes containing egg and 

cheese 

P50 50% - 500 W Cooking rice or soup 

P30 30% - 300 W Defrosting or melting chocolate and butter 

P10 10% - 100 W Defrosting delicate/fragile dishes, 

irregularly-formed dishes or making ice-

cream softer or allowing dough to rise 

Quick start 

With one press of the start button you can start the microwave on full power for 30 seconds. If you press more times on the 

start button, the time will increase in steps of 30 seconds to a maximum of 95 minutes. 

Oven function 

You can prepare dishes in the oven in the same way as in a traditional oven. The microwave is not used. You are advised to 

pre-heat the oven to the required temperature before placing food in the oven.  

Grill function 

You can heat dishes with the grill function and brown them without using the microwave. 

Combi function 

There are four different combi functions. In the following table you can see which functions you can select and for what they 

should be used. 

1. Display 

2. Function button (microwave/oven (hot air)/grill/combi) 

3. Defrost button 

4. Control dial (to turn the dial more easily, you can first depress 

the dial; the dial will then protrude outwards more) 

5. Kitchen timer/Timer button 

6. Stop button 

7. Start button/Quick start/Confirm 

8. Door release 



 

Display Function Description 

C-1 Microwave + hot air Use this function to bake food quickly.  

C-2 Microwave + grill This function is suitable for larger pieces of 

meat. 

C-3 Grill + hot air Use this function to cook food evenly while 

browning simultaneously. 

C-4 Microwave + grill + hot air This function is ideal for cooking food 

quickly while browning simultaneously. 

 

Auto cook 

With this function you can prepare popular dishes very simply. You set the weight and the microwave selects the correct time 

automatically. 

Display Description Weight 

A1 Vegetables 150/350/500 g 

A2 Fish 150/250/350/450/650 g 

A3 Meat 150/300/450/600 g 

A4 Pasta 50/100/150 g 

A5 Potatoes 1/2/3 pieces (230/460/690 g) 

A6 Soup 200/400/600 ml 

A7 Roast chicken 800/1000/1200 g 

A8 Bread 50/100/150 g 

A9 Cake 475 g 

A10 Pizza 200/300/400 g 

 


